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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information on this and the two companion presentationsThis presentation is an Introductory treatment on:What ITS isHow ITS can help solve today’s and the future’s transportation problemsCareer opportunities in ITSThis presentation can be presented alone or in combination with one or both of the other two presentationsThe companion presentations cover:ITS TechnologiesThe range of technical and professional domains needed to deliver ITSStrategies on preparing for ITS careersResources available for further studyITS Grand ChallengesTechnical and Institutional challenges to the ITS visionCase studies of applied research that is making a differenceCase studies of cutting edge, potentially transformative researchStrategies for getting involved in ITS researchThe Introductory presentation is designed to require little in terms of background technical knowledgeThe Introductory and Grand Challenges presentations can be used together to provide broad introduction to ITSThe Technologies presentation is most appropriate for graduate students who are engaged in professional fields that have a role to play in ITS development, deployment, and operation
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The Century of the Traffic Jam?

How Did We Get Here?!

Is this our destiny?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 20th Century saw the rise of many technological wonders, but it also ended with a transportation system that is unreliable and unsustainable. Urban traffic congestion is daily drag on economic vitality and quality of life.  How did this happen?
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 Pre-history through 1781 (Watt’s Steam Engine)

□ Animal (including our two legs)

□ Wind

 1800’s – The Century of the Railroad

□ 1830 – 40 miles of track in the US

□ 1880 – 163,560 miles of track in the US

 1900’s – The Century of the Automobile

□ Enabled by the invention of the internal combustion engine (and cheap oil)

□ US Primary System (Built 1925 – 1956) 157,724 miles

□ Interstate System (Built 1956 – 1991) 47,856 miles

 Where we are today is neither –

□ Sustainable nor

□ Livable

A Fast Forward Trip Through Time

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS is best understood and interest is piqued when situated in the context of the history of transportation technology and its relation to human geography.  Depending on the audience, it may be worth mentioning the symbiotic relationship between railroads and Morse telegraphy. This foreshadows the relationship between modern communications technologies and ITS.Ask Students: What did Watt’s steam engine unleash? What were some of the major land use, economic, and cultural changes brought about by the railroads?  By the rise of and dominance of the automobile?Suggested Interaction: Don’t tarry too long on this slide, but appropriate input from one or two engaged students would be welcome and can help set an interactive tone.
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The Challenges are Flesh and Blood Real

Data Sources: 
Traffic Safety Facts 2013, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (June 2014)
2012 Urban Mobility Report, Texas Transportation Institute (Dec 2012)

Safety
32,719 highway deaths in 2012
5.7 million crashes in 2012
Leading cause of death for ages 4, 11-27

Mobility
5.5 billion hours of travel delay
$121 billion cost of urban congestion

Environment
2.9 billion gallons of wasted fuel
56 billion lbs of additional CO2

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The today’s transportation challenges fall into three categories: safety, mobility, and the environment. The safety of the traveling public on the roadway is always a primary concern. In 2012, there were 32,719 highway deaths and 5.7 million crashes.Mobility is one of the most visible traffic characteristics. Mobility is at the heart of America's culture. Americans love the freedom of easily moving where they want, when they want. Mobility is at the heart of our economy, getting goods to market and getting people to work. Infrastructure - roads, bridges, tunnels - provides the foundation that makes mobility possible. Being a user of the roadway, you have an opinion about mobility on the roads on which you drive. There are many areas where mobility could be improved (in some places drastically). Surface transportation has a significant impact on the environment. There were approximately 2.9 billion gallons of fuel wasted and an additional 56 billion pounds of additional CO2 added to the air in 2011. Transport sector in the US accounts for 28% of GHG emissions and 70% of US petroleum consumption.  Light duty vehicles and heavy trucks are the greatest fuel users in the transport sector. Surface vehicles represent almost 80% of the transport sector GHG in the US. Transportation overall accounts for about 28% of emissions. �
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 If we could . . . 
□ “See” what is going on
□ Communicate what we see in real time
□ Apply cutting-edge analytics and modeling
 We could . . . 

□ Create smarter management and control actions
□ Give travelers timely and valuable information to help them make 

smarter travel decisions
□ Allow everyone to travel more safely, smoothly, and sustainably

Can We Do This?

 Thanks to Intelligent Transportation Systems . . . We can!

Can We Answer These Challenges?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Systems engineering uses three key terms to describe interaction with technology systems. Observability, controllability, and reachability.  Observability simply means the ability to “see” what is going on in the system.  Controllability refers to the ability to do something to change the state of the system, such increase travel speeds.  Reachability refers to the ability to use control strategies to get the system into a desired state. So,“Seeing” and communicating what is going on in the transportation is ObservabilityUsing analytics and modeling to inform effective control mechanisms is ControllabilityPushing the transportation system to some preferred condition is Reachability
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 Think of the human body as the ultimate system, i.e.
Many complex subsystems working together as a whole

 Intelligent Transportation Systems combine –

Sensing                                    Communications

Information Processing

to make smarter transportation a reality

What are Intelligent Transportation Systems?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides provides a simple introduction to ITS and sets up the following three slides that present the three key elements of ITS using the analogy of the Senses, Nervous System, and Brain of the human body
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 We can’t respond to what we can’t see or hear
 Sensors are now everywhere . . . in vehicles and throughout our 

roadway, transit, and parking systems . . . and in our hands
 The data provided by these sensors enables –

□ Better traveler information
□ Better traffic control and management 
 Without the data from advanced sensors . . .

we are literally in the dark

Sensors – The Eyes and Ears of ITS

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Image Source: USDOT

Image Source: USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensors are now found throughout the subsystemsTravelers100s of sensors on modern vehiclesMobile phones serve as sensors for pedestrians and transit usersGPS receivers in vehicles and phone provide accurate locationFieldTraffic sensors – Multiple technologiesParking space sensorsSecurity monitoringAsk Students:  What types of transportation sensors are you aware of?
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 The sensor data is of no value if we can’t get it from the field
 Our control and management decisions and enhanced traveler 

information are of no value unless we can get them back to the field
 Wired and wireless communications systems tie everything together

Communications – The Nervous System of ITS

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications is The Key Enabling TechnologyITS Communication Ties Travelers, Field Devices, and Control Centers togetherRemotely sensed data on the state of the system flows in to centersTraveler information and control and management messages flow out to the travelers and fieldTechnological advances in and falling costs for fiber optic communications made wide area, high bandwidth networks possibleWireless technologies including 4G LTE and Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) enable full integration of vehicles and travelers
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 Computers . . . of course
 Databases – On Dedicated Servers and in the Cloud
 Data Mining and Big Data Analytics
 Specialized and Sophisticated Management and Control Software

Intelligence – The Brains of ITS

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Central and Distributed Computation – In Centers and in Vehicles and Field DevicesComputational Tasks Include –Data processing – Cleaning, fusing, and warehousingData mining – Continually searching for useful informationModeling – Network-based models that replicate and predict
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 The problems are real
 ITS is bringing high tech, 21st century solutions
 But success requires bright, creative, and motivated

LEADERS
 Are you ready to lead?
 If so, the ITS job market has job with your name on it
 Exciting opportunities exist in the public and private 

sectors

Do You Want to Make a Difference?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problems of traffic collisions, delay, and harmful vehicle emissions are significant.As we have discussed, ITS technologies are making a difference and hold the promise of even greater impactWhat is needed is passionate ITS leaders.Leaders are needed in government, consulting, and industry.
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 Job growth is forecast to continue to be very strong
 Employment levels have been robust through economic cycles
 Salaries are above national average from technician through 

management levels
 The ITS work force will provide key technical leadership for a 

transportation sector that is projected to need 4.6 million new hires 
between 2012 and 2022

Positive Outlook for ITS Job Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The great need in transportation and the vital importance of a healthy transportation system to the US and global economy are reflected in the strong outlook for transportation sector employment.The demand for transportation professional will keep wages competitive.Furthermore, transportation and other key infrastructure employment sectors have tended to stay strong relative to other sectors during economic downturns. 
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It’s Not Just About Cars and Highways

Image Source: City of Raleigh (Used by Permission)

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal vehicular travel on roadways is extremely importantHome-based vehicular trips drive urban peak hour travel demandMajority of –Collisions and injuriesTravel delayDetrimental emissionsHowever, all modes are critical to achieving sustainability and maintaining economic vitality and quality of lifePublic transitNon-motorizedBicyclePedestrianFreightCommercial Vehicle OperationsIntermodal – Marine, Highway, Rail, and Air
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 All the necessary pieces are in place --

□ The technologies are ready

□ The traveling public expects services and solutions

□ The private sector is primed for action

□ The federal government is beginning to push . . . Hard

□ State and local governments are gearing up

We Are on the Cusp of an Explosion in ITS

Cisco’s 
The Last 

Traffic Jam

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The technologies are in place4G LTE coverage widespreadFiber network growing – Google FiberITS software market has maturedPublic acceptance and expectations are growingUse of navigation apps is now commonplaceReal-time traffic information accuracy is now expectedPrivate sector is fully on boardCisco’s “The Internet of Everything: The Last Traffic Jam” commercialIBM’s 2013 MobileFirst trial in Eindhoven Netherlands Public sector is beginning to pushNHTSA’s August 2014 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to require DSRC V2V on new light vehiclesJune 8, 2015 NHTSA Press Release: “NTSB Calls for Immediate Action on Collision Avoidance Systems for Vehicles; Cites Slow Progress as Major Safety Issue”June 10, 2015 Bipartison bill introduced in Senate to make collision avoidance technologies part of NHTSA five start rating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oKsiv4jgMU
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It’s Happening Now – Vehicle Safety Technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Categories of Collision Avoidance TechnologiesForward collision warningAutobrakeLane departure warningLane departure preventionAdaptive headlightsBlind spot detectionForward Collision Warning with Autobrake and Lane Departure Warning are increasingly available on higher end vehiclesIIHS tests have established the effectivenessNHTSA’s June 8, 2015 call for collision avoidance systems to become standard equipment will accelerate adoption and June 10 bill introduction in Senate
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Personalized Travel – Crowd Sourcing

Image Source: Provided by TransLōc
Used by Permission

Image Source: Waze Inc. 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WazeAsk Students - Are there any Wazers in the Audience?Based on social, i.e. crowd sourced dataShort history –Founded as Freemap Israel in 2006Changed name to Waze in 2008Bought by Google in June 2013 for $1.1 billionWhat was the value to Google?  Waze’s social dataTransLōcAsk Students - Have you heard of TransLōc?Initial core service – real-time bus location information to transit usersShort history –Launched in 2004 by NC State University computer science graduatesNC State’s transportation department was the first clientNow serving 130 transit agencies in the U.S. and Australia (as of Nov. 2014)In 2014 the company added tools for transit operators
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Connected Vehicles – Coming Fast

Image Source: USDOT

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Image Source: 
Wilgengebroed on Flickr 
(CC-BY-2.0)

According to Analysys Mason
• 279 million connected road 
vehicles worldwide by 2021
• 185 million of these will be 
passenger cars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analysys Mason is a global consultant for the telecommunications, media and technology marketsPart of a larger scenario know of the Internet of Things (IoT)Estimates for the number of connected “things” by 2020?26 billion to 212 billionCisco predicts 50 billionIntel predicts 100 billionAll of these are BIG numbersThe associated data generation estimates are in zettabytes per year (a zettabyte is one trillion gigabytes)ExamplesIntelligence to Drive – i2DDash

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
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 https://www.i2d.co/i2dpubportal/home.xvw

i2D – Connected Vehicles in Europe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portuguese Company – https://www.i2d.co/i2dpubportal/home.xvwSome Details –In-vehicle device that transmits OBD2 sensor data plus GPS location, accelerometer, and altimeter data to a secure serverInitial service vision is to enable Eco DrivingSystem offers a rich array of reports and driver feedbackUsers can also “play back” recorded trips

https://www.i2d.co/i2dpubportal/home.xvw
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 https://dash.by/

Dash – A US Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dash Labs, Inc. – Based in New York – Founded in 2012Some DetailsVery similar concept to i2DNo deviceUser downloads free iOS or Android app and buys an OBD2 deviceStructured as a game similar to Waze – Compare your driving score to friendsAdditional features plannedHow safe and secure is your driving data?Ask Students: How do you think the emergence of connected vehicles will change your life?

https://dash.by/
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 Epochal changes will occur . . . 
in your lifetimes

 You can play a role . . . 

in shaping the next 20-30 years

 Crystal Ball – Two of the Many
Future Developments

□ Autonomous Vehicles
□ Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

What’s Coming – Will You Be in the Game?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cast a vision of how the students can take up a leadership mantel.The world will change dramatically during their lives.Will they be helping shape the future or be merely along for the ride?
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 Transition to full automation will –
□ Likely take several decades
□ Will be filled with difficult yet exciting challenges

 Will require a monumental cooperative effort between private and public 
sectors

Autonomous Vehicles

Autonomous Vehicle Sales, Fleet and Travel 
Projections
Source: Autonomous Vehicle Implementation Predictions: 
Implications for Transport Planning, Todd Litman, Victoria 
Transport Policy Institute, February 2015

Google Self-Driving Car Project Video

Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NHTSA – Stages of AutomationNo-Automation (Level 0)Function-specific Automation (Level 1)Combined Function Automation (Level 2)Limited Self-Driving Automation (Level 3)Full Self-Driving Automation (Level 4)Autonomous Electric Shared VehiclesSelf-driving, eco-friendly taxisConcept is currently being researchedSome researcher predict significant sustainability impactsWhat do you think?Private Sector will provide technologyPublic Sector ensure equal access and safety and provide necessary enabling public infrastructureAsk Students:  How do you see autonomous vehicles changing the way we live?

https://youtu.be/CqSDWoAhvLU
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very hot topicAmazon is selling drones like hot cakesFederal rulemaking is underway – The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 set a deadline of September 2015 for regulations on the commercial use of dronesPrimary regulation will occur at the State levelMany potential transportation usesAerial traffic surveillanceSurveillance of emergency response operationsMonitoring of atmospheric pollutantsPackage delivery – Amazon Prime Air http://www.amazon.com/b?node=8037720011This is an exciting niche technology with high expectations
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 The winning team will need players from many fields

We Need All Hands on Deck

 

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are serious challenges ahead –Technology integrationSkillfully dealing with massive data streamsBig Data analyticsContinually improved and enhanced modeling and prediction methodsOf course key technical disciplines are essential, such as –Civil engineersElectrical engineersSystems engineersComputer scientistsHowever success will require interdisciplinary teams that include –Urban plannersEnvironmental scientistsPublic policy and public administration expertsPsychologists specializing in human factorsPlus many others
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 In the 19th and 20th centuries we let technology lead
 The unintended consequences have been piling up

 Intelligent Transportation Systems will be an important part of 
turning this around and using technology to build a sustainable and 
livable world
 You can help lead this effort . . . 

It will take all of us working together
 You can make a real and significant difference
 It’s up to you to seize the opportunity

The Mission – Will You Choose to Accept It?

Image Source: ThinkStock/USDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The outlook for Intelligent Transportation Systems is truly excitingHowever, there are also some serious potential risks, such asHow will the security of personal information be maintained?How much personal autonomy may be lost in a increasingly connected and autonomous transportation environment?How will the high tech transportation system of the future be protected from natural and man-made threats?How will the transportation technologies change the way we live?How will the new technologies change us?We should take the lessons of the 20th century to heartNew technologies do change how we live, and they bring unintended consequencesWe therefore should not let technological advancement be the primary goalWe must envision the future we want to live in and then work together to wisely harness technology to take us to this futureIt will be an exciting journeyDon’t you want to take an active role in shaping the future?
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